Ufology - Quest for Truth About "Aliens"
In all my notes and in all my efforts to convey knowledge; I have one thing I am supremely interested in TRUTH! TRUTH is of paramount importance to me! I HATE LIES AND DECEPTIONS OF ANY AND ALL
KINDS! If there is anything in my notes (especially my conclusions) that can be factually disproven by
actual evidence (not opinions) THEN I WANT TO SEE IT! I WANT TO HOLD IT! I WANT TO EXAMINE IT
THOROUGHLY! I believe people deserve to know TRUTH!
UNDERSTAND UP FRONT; THAT EVEN IF THE WHOLE ATMOSPHERE OF EARTH WERE TO FILL UP WITH
SPACESHIPS OF ALL KINDS FROM ONE OR MULTIPLE LOCATIONS IN THE UNIVERSE, THAT IT WOULD
NEVER CHANGE MY POSITION ON WHO THE ONE TRUE GOD, CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE IS! The reason
for that is I have already personally seen the Risen CHRIST face to face, I KNOW HIM! I KNOW our
CREATOR, not the Creator of just the earth or variations of life on it; BUT THE CREATOR OF THE ENTIRE
UNIVERSE. I KNOW HIM PERSONALLY! I communicate with the One TRUE GOD, the ONE WHO MADE
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING THAT EXISTS in ALL THE UNIVERSE! As such, "aliens", or extra-terrestrial
biological life forms, WHETHER THEY EXIST OR NOT has NO BEARING WHATSOEVER on what is ultimate
TRUTH! THE ETERNAL CREATOR is that TRUTH! http://biblehub.com/john/14-6.htm and
http://biblehub.com/john/17-3.htm and http://biblehub.com/1_john/5-20.htm (In other words even
face to face with "EBEs" one species or infinitely many ALL HAD THEIR OWN ORIGIN AS WELL; (the
universe and all in it had a BEGINNING; the Eternal GOD is that BEGINNING https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/understanding-the-holy-bible-part1/611082142304082)
With that understanding, I examine all things we can observe in His Creation; including mass
consciousness and factual EVIDENCE. Understand that just because an object exists; does not mean we
know EVERYTHING about it even by thorough examination. The reason for that is when you examine
ANYTHING there are almost infinite permutations and implications microscopically and macroscopically
of its existence in time and space. Some people only think of creation from the natural physical realm;
when in fact time and space exists not just by supernatural origin but ALL THINGS IN TIME AND SPACE
are inseparably, intrinsically, intertwined with the supernatural (that is the spiritual and physical realm is
interwoven in all time and space). Some would say energy exists within matter, holding it together and
presenting it as mass or physical form; this is just another way of saying such things as GOD our Creator
in all, through all and above all or FAITH presents PHYSICAL SUBSTANCE as EVIDENCE. (By FAITH of our
CREATOR all things exist) http://biblehub.com/hebrews/11-1.htm In other words, BELIEFS affect not
only perceptions, but affect observations in reality to such a degree, that scientists have developed
terms for it. https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=the%20observation%20effect
Thus REALITY for each person is not just filtered or processed through their beliefs; but they actually see,
hear or otherwise find evidence in what they observe for their beliefs as confirmation bias. For most of
us who came to KNOW our CREATOR when we didn't even believe in such; involved an ACT OF GOD
HIMSELF to interrupt our beliefs and the human habit of seeking confirmation bias for their beliefs in

order for us to discover TRUTH. In the same way, those of us who came to KNOW our CREATOR
encourage all souls to examine everything they perceive not only by communing with Him; but from as
many possible angles of observation as possible before posing conclusions. All of my notes link to the
world database because of that. The more perspectives you get, even diametrically opposed ones, the
better chance you have at boiling all the disinformation out of any subject to distill it down to purified
truth and factual knowledge. I encourage therefore, not to automatically be FOR or AGAINST "UFO's" or
ETs, EBEs etc. just objectively; as much as possible, consider the evidence.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VllwRgSECcw#t=116
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUhoeZi9nek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIQz3tQVvGw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnwwMFajSU4
As in all testimonies; some testifiers are more credible than others. Some are telling the truth about
what they BELIEVE (doesn't mean it is factually true). Others relate facts as they PERCEIVE them (still
doesn't mean they are necessarily true). Some lie intentionally; some lie unintentionally (some have
been tricked into passing on disinformation). BUT there are some that are relating verifiable facts
about reality. You can easily spend a lifetime wading through all the books and videos on this topic; so I
encourage all the hoaxers/deceivers/attention seekers or others intentionally disseminating
disinformation to PLEASE CEASE AND DESIST, because this is a most serious topic that potentially can
affect the entire world for better or for worse!
TOO MANY HOAXES!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdJWfaRH1AA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7N33M7as5Ew - part 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXS9WqrAm-8 - part 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3j7BQcnqZFM - part 3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWCJIVexWpM - part 4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbHKjMpJueE&list=RDbbHKjMpJueE#t=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTasXl3Wx7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asomHvqhYB4&index=6&list=PL8CEdThlEG3K6YAESitpCXCgMLWk_PvX
The UFO phenomenon has passed a stage where it can only be considered as popular fiction or science
fiction; despite all the attention seeking hoaxers, and has reached a level that merits serious attention
and investigation. (To determine as much as possible all the factors involved in the phenomenon)

Definitions of Categories of Close Encounters: http://www.paranormalencyclopedia.com/u/ufo/close-encounters/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YLMW-rN3zA - UFOs have gone from silence and stigmas to
almost pop culture; which is an aspect of the phenomenon that merits attention from the rest of
humanity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt1WVeyMqdo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPIb1amrfns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSKwEVFPYQ8
Steven Greer - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qE-x4WTsbMw
Bob Lazar - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igUMDICqTpQ
Phil Schneider - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlZPcrhttoM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XB8yOARnzDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tyEQ6yiWy0&list=PL9D3EEE0353F19821
underground cities, bases, are verifiable:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDjmWGtlDCM
http://projectcamelot.org/underground_bases.html
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/engineering/architecture/strangest-military-basesgallery#slide-1
https://www.google.com/search?q=huge+underground+bases&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&es_sm=
93&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=mzl-UzdC8mhqAa_6oKIBw&ved=0CDMQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702
https://www.google.com/search?q=massive+underground+cities&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&es_s
m=93&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=xDpU_HQKpGBqgbEwYGIBA&ved=0CDIQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=i61nca8JAak
http://www.shtfplan.com/emergency-preparedness/shadow-government-bunkers-security-heightenedat-underground-storage-facilities_05092011
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dulce+base

https://www.google.com/search?q=subterrene&sa=X&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&es_sm=93&tbm=i
sch&tbo=u&source=univ&ei=e2l-U9XqN-an8gHb94HABw&ved=0CDcQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eykH0_7y_U
A little research on deep underground bases and tunnels reveals they exist prolifically all over the world.
Billy Meier - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ew42GmOMjtw
controversy to Billy Meier - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arMKT0r9cL8
Dan Burisch - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2A_X_D4i6lc
S4 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=poOUxR_HW0U
http://openminds.tv/pdf/PROJECT_AQUARIUS_DOCUMENT.pdf
Information/Disinformation - Hegelian Principle in practice; ask why?
https://www.google.com/search?q=operation+majestic+12+documents&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535
&es_sm=93&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=A9WDU9aC46hqAae2oG4Dg&ved=0CGEQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702
http://www.noufors.com/Documents/Home-made%20PDFs/SOM101%20Special%20Operations%20Manual.pdf - rather long online load time
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YLMW-rN3zA
Are these CGI/Hoaxes?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jk7z8zs4dG4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oU3-TioCdDk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhPlyRYTNvU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XjietgsBDY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_uqAZW5YF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XswfEzKE0UQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeocSYQ5GnY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRfW7w1YoUU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CW5upUw4ZHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvEhRCyQlTc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asomHvqhYB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkoKBl4rpj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OV8w7O2Rl8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePHyCsLOHIo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7Blz6nqSHc
UFO Sightings - Some Sightings are Close Encounters of the First Kind:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Q-wppA9H4g
http://www.ufocasebook.com/2012/flashvideo2012.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6FzPIjxM4g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1LO69iL4Lo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W31Ge-md1oA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0lEqR1Oy3I&list=PLD52954BC1544530D&index=60
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=increased%20ufo%20sightings
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=746760118688919
https://www.google.com/search?q=astronauts+and+ufos&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=astronaut
s+and+ufos&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=fred%20steckling%20alien%20bases%20on%20the%20moon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ESg4sCLays
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jp644rsXBVk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1LO69iL4Lo
Sightings of UFOs that have Left Residual Evidence - Close Encounters of the Second Kind:
http://www.paranormal-encyclopedia.com/u/ufo/close-encounters/second-kind.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-g3OlX7AuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vWY0eF2UvM

https://www.google.com/search?q=ufos+that+landed+and+broke+trees+or+left+radiation+on+ground&
rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=ufos+that+landed+and+broke+trees+or+left+radiation+on+ground&
aqs=chrome..69i57.14224j0j8&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8
The crop circle phenomenon has spread from England to many nations on earth. It is my own view that
all the sacred geometry, complex designs are manmade. If there are impressions left in dirt or crops
from UFOs they would be simple impressions as of a physical object break tree branches, compressing
grass or crops, like any other physical object that might land in such places. The distinction of actual
UFO impressions that have landed or crashed on earth have left physical impressions just like any other
physical object; albeit with other noticeable residuals like increased radiation levels, unusual elements
or structure in molecular compositions. I include the crop circle phenomenon as part of the discussion
on this topic; because of how widespread the belief is that they may be caused by "aliens" or
extraterrestrials; despite all evidence to the contrary. I also include this topic as with the other topics in
this note so as to build more evidence for my own conclusions on the general topic of ufology and
ufology related categories of discussion.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ql1PPkZiHl8
http://www.mufon.com/crop-circles/crop-circles-best-evidence
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/time2012a.html
http://www.ufo-blogger.com/2009/04/physicist-offers-scientific-proof-that.html
electromagnetic pulses and rotary data storage (the Pi crop circle and the binary message disc/circle mankind can make CGIs (computer generated images) exactly like all the crop circles to date); but
obviously, the circles are on a larger scale than our digital age tech computers and discs (hard drives,
DvDs, CDs, etc.).
http://www.greatdreams.com/crop/hoax/hoax.htm
http://www.cropcirclecenter.com/
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/inter2012/inter2012.htm
http://www.temporarytemples.co.uk/imagelibrary/2012.html
http://cropcirclewisdom.com/1/archives/07-2012/1.html
http://cropcirclewisdom.com/crop-circle-research.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YQbeodm0fo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dESPSiZ1jkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krA-PYWZQPc

When seeking Truth it is important to remain objective. It is also important to remember it is perfectly
acceptable to change your opinions and conclusions based on new or more evidence.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkMjuEH4PvI
Extra-Terrestrial/Alien Sightings - Close Encounters of the Third Kind:
http://www.ufocasebook.com/aliencontactcases.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMGatrWkG2c
Abductions - Close Encounters of the Fourth Kind:
http://thefw.com/famous-alien-abductions/
http://ufos.about.com/od/aliensalienabduction/a/bestabductions.htm
http://www.oddee.com/item_97917.aspx
http://www.educatinghumanity.com/2012/05/top-15-well-know-alien-abduction.html
http://www.ufocasebook.com/alienabductions.html
Contact by Mutual Agreement between humans and extraterrestrials - Close Encounters of the Fifth
Kind:
Dulce base - Thomas Costello - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gSKPz52cVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QmMtaqnvXw&list=PLBE56D13B4DC86AE0&index=1
http://www.dulcebasebook.com/purchase-the-book/dulce-base-physical-printed-book-with-softcover/dulce-base-book-hardcopy-8-detail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjttrfPQxu8
Someone or some living terrestrial creature ends up dead in connection with UFOs (not just cattle but
documented human mutilations)- Close Encounters of the Sixth Kind:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rudq1bC2cQI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooROgt7FUQc
http://www.ufocasebook.com/Mantell.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45hL8e-QuXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-Hn9t5X9x0&index=1&list=PL9B2652D7FDFC401E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mH6UexEaTZQ

Theories about the observations of UFOs and aliens:
1) Spiritual https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtBz1roiQR8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOx3Zdl4738
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7neCjENu4l8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uF-F67OUEAw
http://b4in.info/dXsm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_i-VlDo9_OY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRWbmiXQba0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtJMTIF_PAA
2) Ancient Astronauts https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nIoj8G-zLg
http://www.aquiziam.com/ancient-technology.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VssXoSSTfQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_TWvoL1d9c&list=PL8CEdThlEG3K6YAESitpCX-CgMLWk_PvX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyWplRoVAcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtBkkY7txhY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWp0ewX3W94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_0KTT7UuoE
debunked - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9w-i5oZqaQ
http://ancientaliensdebunked.com/video-the-antikythera-mechanism-cool-but-not-alien/
3) Extraterrestrial Biological Entitieshttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pe6DN1OoxjE - Poe poses the notion that mankind is the result of
genetic modifications conducted by extra-terrestrials on our planet. He suspects hominids like bigfoot
were captured and underwent dna modification by beings from other planets. He states that homo

sapiens didn't evolve naturally; but are the results of intentional dna modifications to sasquatch type
hominids.
naysayers http://www.skepdic.com/cattle.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdJWfaRH1AA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnjjtwjR8zo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgWoH0zkHVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HG0a-7yEz0o
http://www.daily-times.com/four_corners-news/ci_24351581/new-book-says-government-not-alienswere-behind
http://ancientaliensdebunked.com/
http://sitchiniswrong.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzCxQLCNz4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtJMTIF_PAA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9w-i5oZqaQ
Government involvement https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7tar1kdYUc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQH11GW7w8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MO2svilMOA
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weird-news/secret-alien-base-mars-marine-3745652
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBO8z9pHAuA
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=project%20blue%20book
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=majestic+12
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#gs_ssp=eJzj4tTP1TcwLCsoKQcADccDEQ&q=orion+project

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=area+51
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=groom+lake+reverse+engineering
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=montauk+project
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=philadelphia+experiment
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=project%20sigma%20and%20project%20plato
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=project%20excalibur
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYLLoHzMbkM
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alejandro-rojas/cattle-mutiliations_b_932711.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFIkG5YYQ24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqMgWOjCQdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DSItHrCZO4
My own comments and conclusions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-PloeWRI84
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSyLwdIyCRE#t=169 - this footage from 2:47-3:33, if hoaxed, is
AWESOME (better than Lucas special effects in Star Wars pictures by far; I've never seen any Hollywood
productions come close to this level of expertise in simulated life related to hominid motions)! someone
would have had to do at least 100 frames/sec and have extensive knowledge of anatomy to get all the
subtleties in the cranial muscles involved with the blinking and movement. I could be wrong but I think
that footage is genuine; meaning I believe the subject in the footage is a living organism. That does not
necessarily mean it is extra-terrestrial as genetic experimentation and modification has been extensive
by our own scientists.
In addition; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ESg4sCLays#t=521 I've weeded through a lot of
obvious hoaxes and CGIs in my day; but the footage at 8:50-9:10 is impressive. The entire torso is seen
to gasp for breath at the opening scene; abnormalities in the fingers; the skeletal muscular proportions
would be extremely atrophied if human. entirely hairless some might think of latex and other Hollywood
theatrics and special effects; but the corresponding acting of attempting to hold up the enormous

earless skull also is tremendous. I was thinking hydrocephalus
https://www.google.com/search?q=hydrocephalus&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&source=lnms&tbm=i
sch&sa=X&ei=whOsU6CLLNWzyATqmYDoDw&ved=0CAgQ_AUoAQ&biw=1067&bih=702 but the overall
anatomy has too many incongruencies; the fingers, skin, the torso even has the appearance of rib
structure completely unlike our own and the throat attached to the chin; judge for yourself. if it's a
hoax, it's one of the better ones I've ever seen.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDi_V6nllpg#t=142 - the footage from 2:20-2:50 deserves an
award if CGI look at that detail work in the gears of the legs supporting the craft and how they got that
motion of the glass-like elevator dropping out of the bottom and yet another simulated life form
associated with it. The gears in the legs supporting the craft give a strong indication of successful
extension and retraction while supporting the weight of the craft; so if this is CGI someone studied all
kinds of properties, light, reflection, shading, textures, gear motions of robotic arms not commonly
known to the masses and an award winning imagination on the life form. I have worked with image
editing software personally; and I have never seen anyone who could demonstrate that level of
expertise in so many areas necessary to achieve such realism. (So as I stated if this is CGI work; whoever
did it should be working with Hollywood professionals because it's better than any movie I've ever
seen). Most of the hoaxes intentionally blur such details because it would require painstaking effort to
generate even with computer aide and modern software.
Upon closer examination, I do think this footage is CGI for various reasons; but I still maintain they did
such an excellent job they should be working on the high cost productions today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDi_V6nllpg#t=84 - 1:22-1:42 is impressive footage as well. I've
worked with computers since punch cards and data reel tapes; when a megabyte hard drive was
something large. And with image editing software for over a decade; so I know what it take to create
computer generated images (CGIs) and as such in my own professional opinion some of the footage
(NOT ALL) but some of the footage is simply too good to be common CGI or hoaxed by amateurs in any
way. Imagery that is better than multi-million dollar Hollywood productions should be scrutinized from
every angle possible because it tends to present itself as authentic, genuine footage of biological life
forms.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDi_V6nllpg#t=237 - 3:57-4:50 if these are CGIs, these people
should be professionals at Hollywood because they make a more convincing EBEs than any movie I've
ever seen BY FAR! The jerky footage is almost always connected to hoaxes to prevent easy frame by
frame analysis but could be adrenaline in an unusual circumstance. There are obvious reasons to want
to conclude such as hoaxes; but they are getting better at them and the software is getting to a point
where imagery can no longer be trusted as a whole as incontrovertible evidence; even after detailed
analysis. I can think of ways to stage this as a hoax but the time and effort these people would have to
make in doing so; makes even a person like myself who is aware of such tendencies in such persons to
think it's funny to deceive others; ask why? why such extreme efforts worldwide to fool others? Please
stop doing so. Most of these hoaxes combine genuine footage and then splice in through editing
software after effects images. People are obviously getting extremely talented and skilled at the use of

such software. I say this because even though I can rationalize how I would manufacturer all the
footage cited in this note; it defies all combined my knowledge of what percentage of the population
can afford and knows how to utilize such software; especially in locations that do not have modern
conveniences. It is all the COMBINED citations that leave me to consider that not ALL of it is in fact
hoaxed; some is of terrestrial technologies the public are intentionally kept in ignorance of; but I
hesitate to conclude without personal inspection of all the "secret" locations on earth that ALL of it is
manmade, secret technologies.
It is possible that software advances have been made that I am not aware of or able to personally utilize
as yet; but out of the thousands of hours of footage in ALL these, I think it irrational to conclude they are
ALL hoaxes. As with any subject we know a tiny percentage of everything there is to know and the more
knowledge one gains about the universe in which we exist, the more one realizes how much they do not
know. I stated at the beginning of this thesis that nothing would ever cause me to cease to be sure
about the fact that our entire universe was brought into existence by our Eternal Creator. As such,
discovering that the universe is filled with various life forms in no way affects that all things were
created whether visible or invisible and all things have our Eternal Creator in common. It is obvious by
research into this topic that many other topics are raised in looking at this phenomenon. Subjects such
as intentional genetic modification has been ongoing throughout recorded history
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-serpent-seed-nephilim-rephaim-bestialshybrids/570496899695940; that is, there is substantial evidence that homo sapiens presently all over
the world have both common and uncommon genetic traits. The uncommon genetic traits are found
also in skeletons hundreds to thousands of years old, traits like gigantism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmnXV5Qs2Q&list=PLDD19870F568B7818, horns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zz8_MxcnzY and
https://www.google.com/search?q=people+with+horns&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=2&tbm=i
sch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=hyawU62qEqj_8AHjp4DoBg&ved=0CBwQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702,
extra or less fingers and toes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7neCjENu4l8 and
http://genetics.thetech.org/ask-a-geneticist/polydactyly, albinos or other unusual rare traits that have
been found in archeology and history(legends and myths often are based on factual history https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncuSMhZ1-Hs)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vI3m6jMXxOw and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXqAQKOcFOY, very small to very large (both extremes to the
point of genetic abnormalities) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrhcmPsJ-GI and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zK1hSonHrfM, unusual functions of eyes (like the cat boy)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nP7svk6NlEc, variations in skull shape , variations in levels of
intelligence that defy normal ranges such as functions of synethesia and traits related to WD/HH and
more www.blastthetrumpet.org. Scientists in the mainstream cover up all the evidence of intentional
genetic meddling with human DNA, but the evidence is overwhelming that intentional genetic
modification has been going on with the human race and not just in recent history.
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=darpa+human+genetic+modification and
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=transhumanism+and+genetic+manipulation and

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=transhumanism+agenda and
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=human+animal+hybrids+exist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nVZzFIc5dU
I am firmly against genetic modifications for many reasons; the chiefest of which that while our Eternal
Creator is Omniscient: https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-omniscience-of-ourcreator/603749679703995 created beings are NOT. As such, they poke and prod into things they have
little to no knowledge of; especially lacking the foresight of the full consequences and sequence of
events/complete ramifications of their actions throughout time and space; often with devastating
results: https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-againsthumanity/571080836304213 However, in showing intentional genetic modification of many organisms;
including mankind has been taking place in history and not just current or recent events; I am NOT trying
to condemn people who are suffering because of such practices or who may have genetic mutations,
defects, or even seeming beneficial abnormalities. All I am showing is the difference between
knowledge and ignorance, good and evil, and that ultimately all beings ARE MORE THAN THEIR PHYSICAL
FORMS! http://biblehub.com/2_corinthians/5-16.htm; that, like our Creator, we need to perceive the
spirit; the conscious energy within physical substances and forms instead.
http://biblehub.com/1_samuel/16-7.htm
Another topic raised in researching this phenomenon is that of collective consciousness and how it
relates to the observer effect. In other words, most of the detailed crops circles are most obviously
manmade; a physical craft that would land or crash on the ground would leave impact marks; not
mathematical compositions in the fields and plenty of evidence of how they were made by humans.
Crash sites or landing sites are entirely different from crop circles. The vast majority of crop circles are
most obviously manmade (and in my opinion even the not so obvious ones). However, that does not
change the fact of crash sites, landing sites, abduction sites have also been recorded with noted
anomalies. So for many reasons; not just hoaxing, has the crop circle phenomenon caught on with a
certain percentage of the populace; but it is more related to collective consciousness then aliens or
UFOs. But the fact mathematical compositions of art created in fields are manmade; does not negate
the physical evidence left behind by physical craft in crash sites, landing sites and some abductions.
So the research uncovers the facts that governments and powerful people are involved in keeping
technologies secret from the public. The Germans and Americans most definitely had/have their own
flying saucers for some time now. I have no doubt that Russia and China and other nations probably do
as well.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3swu_lC-7zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAlvmVWc87s
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=coanda+effect

https://www.google.com/search?q=nations+that+have+flying+saucers&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&
oq=nations+that+have+flying+saucers&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=nations+that+have+flying+saucers&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&
es_sm=93&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=CJuuU52PG82ZyAS1koL4Cw&ved=0CFkQsAQ&biw
=1067&bih=702
http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/137505-us-air-forces-1950s-supersonic-flying-saucerdeclassified
much of these kinds of conventional craft are nothing more than glorified Frisbees. (operating off the
same principles of physics to achieve lift).
https://www.google.com/search?q=frisbees+and+the+coanda+effect&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&o
q=frisbees+and+the+coanda+effect&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8yHJqFI3HAA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIXTQIKtr1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjWHrPYvUo0
but it is also apparent that the propulsion systems of some of these craft are different; HOWEVER still in
the scope of our own terrestrial technologies.
http://www.activistpost.com/2012/01/10-inventions-of-nikola-tesla-that.html
https://www.google.com/search?q=nikola+tesla+documents&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&es_sm=93
&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=zZ2uU5KUBtCeyATAloAo&ved=0CBwQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=
702
https://www.google.com/search?q=nikola+tesla+documents&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=nikola
+tesla+documents&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cTk6PPZhn-M - many of our advanced technologies; some general
populations are still lacking knowledge of and as such, if they see such things; identify them as UFOs or
extraterrestrial technologies or magic etc. simply because what they observe falls outside their current
level of understanding and what they believe other people are capable of doing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URvfhda6ntc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwTXJ7TGchI
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=levitating+magicians
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0MOVgzSU_E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=422M4WixG9I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgFy7jasnU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUhglavOi-o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m28GDY5zlno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mM7fTIkJaa4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmQh5b6lZ28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQshYliIc0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOWkhSYyJVo
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=military+cloaking+technology+ - it is far more likely
that advanced craft (UFOs) are using cloaking technologies that causes them to appear/disappear, than
the fictional notion that they are going in and out of "another dimension"
http://www.nature.com/nmat/journal/v13/n4/full/nmat3901.html
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=stealth%20cloaking%20military
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/current-technologies/642285139183782
It is obvious terrestrial technologies are kept out of public mainstream knowledge intentionally by those
who crave power over others and to such a degree that interplanetary craft; if not interstellar craft far
superior to what the public is aware of already exists and is in use by a select few right here on earth.
Since flying saucers are known to be in the realm of our own technologies and construction; we have to
also understand that genetic modification has been going on for far longer than the public is aware of. If
it is public knowledge therefore that bio-engineers can produce functioning organs:
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/93856.php and
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=lab+created+human+organs then
it is entirely feasible that some people on earth have "genetic modified" DNA of existing creatures in any
number of ways (even to the point of making the modified organism look like it is not of terrestrial
origin).
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=plum%20island%20monsters
https://www.google.com/search?q=human+animal+hybrids&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=human
+animal+hybrids&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8

https://www.google.com/search?q=human+animal+hybrids&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=human
+animal+hybrids&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF8#q=genetic+modification+for+manchurian+candidates
https://www.google.com/search?q=genetic+modification+human+cloning&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US53
5&oq=genetic+modification+human+cloning&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UT
F-8
Understand that showing genetic modification has taken place in the past and ongoing presently is to
bring up public awareness that even IF the intentions of those doing so are well meaning (seeking to
improve in some way various organisms; including mankind); their actions have had dire consequences
throughout history and in our world today. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213 By knowing our Creator and certain facts about
how He designed Creation; I plainly tell the rest of humanity that genetic modification of those original
designs are not only extremely dangerous but potentially can cause global catastrophic events; dire
consequences for life on our planet; including the whole of humanity.
Nevertheless, each soul is more than just the physical matter in which they may find themselves. Our
spirits/conscious energy exist apart from the matter of our physical bodies. So at best genetic
modification may change physical structures; even cause mutations like extra limbs, or other
abnormalities but physical alteration of matter does not affect our spirits. I state this for several
reasons. 1) humanity as a whole needs to understand that physical matter; our present earthly bodies
are intentionally designed to be temporal 2) that organisms of any and all kinds are nothing more than
physical matter regarding their visible appearance; but the breath of life given from our Creator is more
than this. 3) As such anything with substance that has the appearance of EBEs, ETs, or any organism
that exists in the visible universe is temporal; but spiritual energy is everlasting.
ALL spirits come from ONE ETERNAL CREATOR, the LORD our GOD. SOME spirits have chosen to do evil
deeds (harm) to others. So if "ET", "EBE", deceives you, murders you, probes you, eats you, etc. etc.
their spiritual energy is fundamentally EVIL. (they are a spiritual adversary of you and our Creator NO
MATTER WHAT FORM such evil takes, whether another person that looks like you or some other kind of
hominid or species). demons and devils, unclean spirits, dark, wicked, evil conscious energy can enter
into physical matter of all kinds. They can enter into animals, into people, into genetically modified
organisms that may resemble any and all kinds of shapes; including popular connotations of ETs or EBEs.
What some people are unaware of is that conscious energy can even affect INORGANIC things like
radios, televisions, or other electronic instrumentation. People who are not aware of spirits, often try to
look for explanations only in the natural realm, visible creation, when in fact we all exist at all times in
both the natural and supernatural realms. Such that they look at instrument malfunctions, in their
planes, cars, televisions, radios, musical instruments and synthesizers ONLY for some natural physical
reason and finding none will tend to think they just cannot find the actual reason for what they just
experienced and witnessed and then think on it no further. People have different terms for spirits such
as ghosts, and when such energy affects substances they have created terms like poltergeists. Christians
and all who are wise need to get past all the naysayers on this subject if you are to be effective against

such spirits. I have personally experienced demonic attacks and "poltergeists" and can assure you in no
uncertain terms that this is not an opinion of mine based on study or Divine Revelation; but is the result
of mentoring and training by our Creator in this regard. One time I was physically attacked by a group of
unclean spirits and one started choking me; others held my limbs; some scratched me. I was in the
practice of leaving a radio I had tuned constantly to a Christian praise and worship station because
demons hate such music and it keeps them away, but I drifted off to sleep and began having a spiritually
revealing dream about different kinds of powers and principalities of darkness, ranks of demons, devils
and unclean spirits. I was walking in their realm and saw strongholds of such evil beings. In the dream a
demonic strongman, some ghouls, and other demons saw me observing them as if they were standing
as watchmen around their dark strongholds and ran and jumped on me one held each limb, while the
larger demon started choking me. To my astonishment I woke up and my arms and legs had pressure
marks and claw marks where these demons had been holding me in the dream and I was still being
physically attacked and choked. The room was filled with the same hazy smoke that was in the dream;
the radio that had been on praise and worship was sounding nothing but static. I tucked my chin and
struggled to call out, "Jesus" but the name barely was audible as I struggled to breathe; nevertheless
that tiny whisper caused the demons to start losing their grip on me and my throat; so I repeated out
loud, "JESUS!" and all of them fled away and I could breathe and move again.
(http://biblehub.com/romans/10-13.htm - He is ever present to save! http://biblehub.com/psalms/461.htm) Then I remembered that I had forgotten to do what our Lord had taught me to do every time I
entered a new dwelling and that was to seal the doors and windows in His Name; to look for any
demonic portals (hexagrams, pentagrams, signs of the beast used for demon summoning) and to seal
them shut with the symbol of the cross in His Name. And I had forgotten to call for an angelic guard to
stand watch over my room; even though I had been trained directly by our Creator to do so. But as my
breath returned one thing I most definitely did remember was to address all such foul and unclean
spirits, demons, devils in His Holy Name and so I did so out loud. "In the Name of Jesus Christ, no foul
and unclean spirit is ever to touch me again! Depart from me now and forever all such foul spirits!" and
I was about to continue with more commandments when suddenly the static of the radio ceased and
very clearly a sinister voice used the speaker to audibly say, "okay; this time; but don't ever say that
again!" And there have been other examples where I have personally witnessed that demonic spirits
can act upon visible creation, change stations, channels, some more so than others. I even have
observed how they train to increase their abilities to do such things. So I hope in being honest about
such things that none of you will ever need to use such knowledge; but as we approach the end times;
more and more demonic activity is manifesting; so I do so share such personal experiences with the
hope to dispel some of the misconceptions and to empower those who know and love our Creator and
the holy angels/saints/the redeemed/holy spirits/holy ghosts in all the universe.
Let's say for arguments sake that virtually countless life forms in fact do exist on habitable planets not
only in our galaxy but galaxies throughout the universe. Let's further say that some of those life forms
are hominids; while the vast majority come in almost infinite size, shapes, colors, physical features.
Would that have any effect whatsoever on your relationship with our Creator? It shouldn't.

Sadly, those who do not know Him, think that somehow other life forms; that they were not previously
aware of, somehow factors against the Biblical account; but it doesn't. Mankind makes up titles for
millions of species on our own planet; yes, millions in past on up through the present. How many can
you name? How many of such classified life forms on earth are you aware of?
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=strange+creatures&tbm=vid
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCQXKYPiz6M
If people are honest, most all of us know very little; not only about life forms on earth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTfB7FWipWk and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZdJl9A8KeU; especially those of the deep oceans
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9pJ-JHYayc and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQfSF6hKYIU ; but we actually know very little about anything at
all truly; regardless of the so called "experts" who like to present themselves as if they do. So when you
understand you are probably only aware of a tiny percentage of all the life forms on our own world and
yet that has no bearing whatsoever on whether or not you know and love our Creator; no matter how
many species you may become aware of on our planet over time; then why should ANY life forms
ANYWHERE have any bearing on that relationship? It is therefore imperative for each soul to KNOW our
Eternal Creator and communicate with that Great Spirit now and forever; not just have an intellectual
construct or connotations ABOUT Him. http://biblehub.com/hebrews/8-11.htm
I remember asking our Lord in prayer to cause me to behold all things as He does, understand all things
as He does, to unite with Him, to put on the Mind of Christ and what resulted was so many dreams,
visions and revelations of things past, present and future not only about individual lives, and the earth,
but about the whole universe that I simply cannot describe them all. Blurs of images for many years of
all kinds of topics and all kinds of aspects about things visible and invisible. So many technologies that I
am firmly convinced that there is nothing "ET" has over us; as all Wisdom, Knowledge and
Understanding ultimately comes from our Eternal Creator. In other words, I get upset and almost
physically nauseated when I see or hear people with almost worshipful reverence talk about how
advanced "ET" must be and all the other nonsense that goes with such presuppositions. ALL knowledge
comes from our Creator. http://biblehub.com/colossians/2-3.htm He intends mankind to choose to
learn and act only on constructive knowledge in a way of achieving peaceful coexistence with Him and
His Creation. But some spirits (NO MATTER WHAT FORM THEY TAKE OR WHERE THEY CLAIM THEY
COME FROM IN ALL THE UNIVERSE) have perverted knowledge from our Creator for very evil purposes.
Whether such evil spirit enters a dog that suddenly turns on you and attacks you; or a person who
suddenly believes it is his or her purpose to rape and murder, or a mad scientist who thinks they are a
genius for lobotomizing you or genetically altering physical matter of organisms, or a genocidal maniac
who thinks it's a good idea to blow up the world in a nuclear holocaust; or something that looks like ET
who cuts you up, implants you, or cannibalizes human beings and uses their skin and organs to make
life-like organisms/cyborgs/androids that fool people who are lacking knowledge about all these things.
Honorable, Righteous Knowledge ULTIMATELY all comes from HOLY, LOVING, WISE spiritual conscious

energy; which is the HOLY SPIRIT of GOD; full of Virtues, full of Life; full of all things GOOD and likewise
no matter what physical form deceptive knowledge, spiritual energy, that is viceful, destructive, evil all
has the common source of the unholy spirit of error, demons, devils, wicked conscious energy.
Evil imaginations have origins from the evil spiritual beings/wicked conscious energy. That means all the
movies of vampires, cannibals, ghouls, zombies, and any other horrific imaginations actually are based
not exclusively in electric, bio-chemical processes of neurons in someone's brain; but rather the
collective dark consciousness that is known in the Bible as the spirit of error, or spirit of anti-christ and is
diametrically opposed to the Spirit of Truth, the Spirit of Christ, the Spirit of God, the Holy Spirit, the
Holy Ghost (all synonymous terms). Holy angels or the spirits of just persons (again synonymous terms)
are actually beings united with the Holy Conscious Energy of our Creator and actually in the Spiritual
Realm shine with Holy Light; while demons and devils, spirits of error, unclean spirits are all very dark
beings, very evil and very ugly (they can disguise themselves or fake their appearances; just like people
do all the time with all kinds of methods; but those who KNOW our Creator can see through their
deceptions; especially if they have trained themselves to be spiritually discerning or have the gift of
visually seeing the supernatural realm and beings all around us everywhere). Those who know our
Creator and who pray can see them clearly as they are in our midst (both angels and devils, or both
beings of Virtuous Conscious Energy and conversely beings of wicked conscious energy) Some are so
gifted they see the supernatural as clearly and constantly as we see the natural world and all things
visible in the universe. That energy (the tree, the spirit, the serpent) of the knowledge of both good and
evil; communicates with mankind teaching them both good and evil things. To which some then have
the audacity to claim they are the originator when they are not. It's not that demons and devils don't
have knowledge of good things; it's that they CHOOSE to focus on evil things (they take pleasure in all
things wicked); while our Creator and all who Love Him; choose to focus on good things (these beings
take pleasure in all things righteous). There is no compatibility between the wicked and the righteous,
between the fallen angels and the faithful angels, between unclean spirits and those who are washed in
the Blood of the Lamb, between persons who by choice delight in doing harm to others in thoughts,
words and deeds and those who favor affable, peaceful harmony with our Creator and His Creation.
That universal conflict between good and evil is what the End Time Battle of Armageddon is really about.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-battle-of-armageddon/573387896073507
when governments all over the world indoctrinate children with satanic, deceptive worldviews and arm
rapists, robbers and murderers, that is a sign of the rise of anti-christ and all persons who know our
Creator should arm themselves spiritually and physically and prepare for battle because these demonic
entities desire to do all kinds of evil things to you and your person.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-and-restore-freedom/550796821665948
and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-weapons-of-ourwarfare/578505248895105 The desire of righteous person is that those presently doing wickedly would
of their own choosing REPENT and stop harming innocent people and making life a living hell for so
many on planet earth. But and if they violently attack innocent children and the Sons and Daughters of
the Most High God; as they have begun to do all over the world;
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-

genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263 then war is upon us and all sane, decent,
honorable persons must arrest and/or stop those doing so wickedly by any and all means possible.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4t5tBim2lJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJRwHshK3M4&index=10&list=PLr1Dgm8OSsq0iyoM9CQhdOYMgn
yjUeSOk
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-by-verse/625795230832773
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-abortion-fund-life-and-wellness-not-deathand-destruction/611604255585204
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/some-quotes-and-thoughts-how-precious-isfreedom/519180841494213
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/conviction-httpbiblehubcomjohn168htm/494985207247110
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/there-is-no-pre-tribulation-rapture-prepare-forwar/533858466693117
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-eternal-creator-can-beknown/495815193830778
I state all that to make the obvious conclusion that ANY conscious energy that denies the existence of
our Eternal Creator is most definitely a demon or devil, a dark conscious energy; spiritually and truthfully
speaking. All souls who adamantly deny the One True God are unenlightened, at best ignorant persons
and at worse those who know better and are intentionally deceiving others away from our Creator. In
other words, NO MATTER WHAT PHYSICAL FORM any conscious energy manifests in; if that being
acknowledges the Eternal Creator and glorifies our Eternal Creator; following His Instructions to live by;
then they are an enlightened being, righteous conscious energy (again no matter what form they
manifest in) BUT if they do not acknowledge such, or attempt in any way to do evil, violence, deception,
physical harm to those who KNOW our Creator; those are dark, evil, foul and unclean spirits (whether
or not they look like a physical connotation of ET or simply like another man, woman, child or any other
organism on planet earth). https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1+John+4%3A15&version=KJV
After researching the evidence, my conclusions are that too many people are allowing themselves to be
controlled by unclean spirits. The very act of attempting to deceive others (hoaxing) is fundamentally a
sign of demonic influence. http://biblehub.com/john/8-44.htm and
http://biblehub.com/revelation/22-15.htm
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/propaganda/528691883876442
Nevertheless, there are other properties about the reality in which we all exist.
http://biblehub.com/hebrews/11-1.htm By FAITH are things of substance brought into existence. First,
the creation process of imagination (which again has origins in the reality of the spiritual realm in which
we all exist); then comes the steps to make such creation/imagination visible. This is why it is crucially
important for all souls to unite with our Holy Creator such that their thoughts will be on good and
honorable things instead of evil! http://biblehub.com/2_corinthians/10-5.htm and
http://biblehub.com/philippians/4-8.htm In other words, there are so many people who WANT to
believe in ET and EBE that even if the whole universe was just this one world; they would actually try
and make them! (and I believe some actually have; we have the technology https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7zNY0I5JNI)
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=modern+cyborg+technologies
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=neural+implants
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/407739/brain-implants-to-restore-vision/
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=bioengineering%20growing%20skin%20and%20organs
Thus far, readers might think I am siding with the naysayers and the spiritualists in denying the existence
of life elsewhere in the universe; but that is not true. We know life exists elsewhere in the Universe as
our Omniscient Creator tells us so plainly. We know spirits exist here on earth, in heaven, in hell, in
outer darkness, in the abyss, even in the Lake of Fire. We know spirits can be in stars/suns
http://biblehub.com/revelation/19-17.htm, in animals http://biblehub.com/luke/8-33.htm, travel
through walls or physical matter of various kinds, physically attack people http://biblehub.com/acts/1915.htm and http://biblehub.com/luke/9-42.htm, and so we know that conscious energy exists
throughout the myriad of stars in the universe as our Creator tells us so plainly in His Word.
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=tail%20around%20a%20third%20of%20the%20stars (they are not just hovering around our tiny
planet)
http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/MansChronologica
lExistenceExplained.pdf and http://biblehub.com/job/38-7.htm and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OltULVOaJtg and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/understanding-the-holy-bible-part-1/611082142304082
For those who believe in and more importantly for those who KNOW our Eternal Creator: Does it make
any sense whatsoever to make a vast universe and yet confine all life forms/conscious energy to one
tiny sphere? If people are honest they have to conclude absolutely not. And as I have pointed out the
scriptures make it clear He hasn't.

But here I want to point out that dark conscious energies are masterful deceivers. They lie so much,
they actually believe their own lies; some get to the point where they can no longer distinguish truth
from imaginary fiction because they have spewed forth so much of it. The devil, the deceiver, is so selfdeluded he imagines himself as greater than our Eternal Creator! (and likewise, the problem with those
who constantly lie and deceive others, eventually become delusional; no longer able to remember all
the details of their own lies). It is therefore good policy to determine to be truthful in all your thinking
and manners of expression. So I say truthfully that I am MORE concerned with FUNDAMENTAL TRUTH;
than I am whether or not others believe I am being truthful. I am MORE concerned with being honest
before our Eternal Creator; than whether or not other created beings perceive me as such. As such, I
know I could take positions on all kinds of issues and topics that would tend to give me more credibility
and even popular acceptance among people that I would really like to get along with and be accepted
by; and yet because of the foreknowledge our Lord has given me; I know that will never occur until we
are all perfected. I know it is human nature to be fickle; to side with popular opinions within a collective
group at any instance; as such I know if in any group any individual harmonizes with the collective
consciousness of that group at that moment in time and space; they will typically be well received and
conversely, if they have any idea, any knowledge, contrary to that collective group, they are typically
ostracized and in extreme instances murdered (like the crucifixion of Christ and the persecution that has
followed against all such persons who esteem Truth before our Creator so much so that they cannot lie
even when they know they are about to be murdered or at least ostracized or persecuted for so
declaring it).
So here goes; in the many thousands of dreams, visions and revelations I have seen things past, present
and future; not just regarding earth but the universe. Things that go beyond our temporal existence of
incarnation; technologies that nothing I have seen or heard (even among so called extraterrestrials) that
has yet manifested in our present time and space. I'm not saying I'm a know it all; just what I do know I
will not lie about or change just to make others comfortable. For example, I have seen how the matter
in the universe was brought into existence:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=215137891898511&set=vb.100002069048072&type=3&thea
ter
and I received instruction on the Fourth Dimension, the LORD's House, Eternity and that the Fourth
Dimension is the aspect or connotation of Time interwoven with infinite spatial dimensions. In other
words, there is ONE Universe; no other multi-dimensional alternates; just ONE reality in which all matter
exists in time and space by the Providence of ONE Eternal Creator. (So I know all the commentaries
talking about inter-dimensional craft are rubbish) Time-Space travel through our vast universe is pure
reality. To travel from one coordinate to another in the Universe; even very fast travel is STILL JUST
TRAVEL in ONE universe. So there are other explanations of why physical objects can be seen or not
seen; MANY other explanations than the fiction of inter-dimensional travel from an endless fictional
multi-verse. The Fourth Dimension is universal and all encompassing of all matter/visible and invisible
creation brought into existence and maintained by the Grace, Faith, Power, Will and Word of our Eternal
Creator. He alone exists pervasively; not only throughout all visible and invisible creation (the universe)
but goes beyond the limits of all creation (yes, the universe may be vast but it is NOT infinite; the

material/mass in it may be enormous beyond description but it is finite). (The ONE Eternal Creator is
transcendent above and beyond the bounds of all His creation and all created beings whether visible or
invisible); but everything else exists within ONE universe by definition and fundamental Truth.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=215145315231102&set=vb.100002069048072&type=3&thea
ter
Evil conscious energy can, as I showed already, manifest in all kinds of matter. As such, people can be
easily deceived by them and their many lies and even deceiving appearances. It is a MUST for each soul
to unite with our Eternal Creator in order not to be deceived by these wicked spirits.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-oflies/622590531153243
Specifically, there are biological entities that are malevolent and deceptive because their conscious
energy in them is demonic, devilish, evil, wicked, arrogant, etc. So NO MATTER WHAT FORM a creature
takes or exists in; if that conscious energy lies, murders, or attempts to rule over, dominate violently or
by any kind of deception or vice; it is because the spirit in that visible creature is opposing the will of our
Eternal Creator; (is an enemy of God Almighty and all righteous spirits/persons). Even though genetic
modification of the human race is factual; what matters is the thoughts and actions of each person; not
their genetics. Is a person thinking about greed, vanity, rape, theft, fraud, hoaxes, gossip, injury or
murder to others? If that is their predominant train of thought and their actions follow such thoughts;
then their spirit is yet in darkness and ignorance.
Our Eternal Creator calls out to His Creation to return to Him; to Call upon Him by Name; and He will
enlighten you and Teach you directly by His Holy Spirit. Your own spirit will be transformed from
darkness into Light if you do this:
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/you-must-be-born-again-of-the-holy-spirit-ofgod/533516303394000
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/are-you-a-christian/532952590117038
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/saved-by-grace/584215104990786
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-eternal-creator-can-beknown/495815193830778
Let me be plain here; once you KNOW Almighty GOD, the Creator of the Universe, NO OTHER being of
ANY kind is "more advanced". Once you are personally communicating with our Creator, you can ask
Him about ALL THINGS! http://biblehub.com/john/14-26.htm Certain things become obvious like
whether another human or another hominid tries to murder you, abuse you, eat you or any number of
evil, violent things to your person; the spiritual energy within such being is EVIL, is WICKED, is what the
Holy Bible records as "fallen angel", "unclean spirit", "foul spirit", "demon", "devil", "spirit of error",
"spirit of anti-christ", "serpents", and other such terms; again, refer to the list in:

http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/MansChronologica
lExistenceExplained.pdf and research such topics for yourself. So if a biological species does evil, it
means their thoughts are evil, their spirit in that life form is evil; they are an enemy of our Creator and
need to be dealt with as such (instead of thinking they are superior in any way to any of you).
On the other hand (regardless of the life form) such entity as honors, worships, loves our Eternal
Creator; who is honorable, does what is good and righteous, testifies in word and deed of the Virtues of
our Creator; is a clean spirit, an angel, and such positive connotations as the cited note "Man's
Chronological Existence Explained" covers.
It is highly important for people to learn how to determine friend from foe in these end times:
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-tell-the-true-from-thefalse/595762863836010
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/friend-or-foe/582371811841782
that goes for any encounter with any conscious being/energy/spirit; regardless of their appearance;
whether or not such being has substance/physical biological body/matter/mass.
I saw in the visions, dreams, revelations so many things that I know if I share them all, virtually everyone
will find something to disagree with; so I will only mention some things at this time.
Ultimately, we do not need "technology" or craft of any kind to travel throughout the universe; but until
your Faith surpasses your doubts; you will act only upon what you can believe. So in these visions, I saw
all kinds of crafts; of which the fastest vehicle to travel through time and space is spherical in shape (not
oval or discs; so any beings traveling in such; still haven't learned the best so called technologies in this
regard). A sphere enables the best maneuverability and velocity and can travel through fluids as dense
as water at the same rate as through gaseous regions. The human body can stand such velocities and
rapid change of vectors only by being fixed inside such craft via gel packs and lungs filled with liquid of
equal density. The body remains fixed while the directional hull changes polarities to attract or repel
from nearby gravitational/electro-magnetic/atomic fields. The other way for people to travel in such
crafts; is for the craft itself to generate its own internal gravity field stabilizing interior contents of the
craft; irrespective of outside gravitational forces. I saw mankind can achieve such travel not only
interstellar, intergalactic, but throughout the universe. In such travels those whose Faith will surpass
their doubts will be able to do things within such craft and within our universe like speak to the craft and
have it traverse great distances virtually instantly no matter what size the craft.
I saw various kinds of personal craft. One craft I particularly liked was a single pilot vehicle that was
voice and thought activated. It was a sphere and stepping inside the sphere this one appeared to be
empty; but if one thought of eating, food would emerge from the wall; if one thought of mapping and
navigation; a hologram device emerged with all known systems mapped in all known galaxies and would
auto map any newly discovered aspects of already explored sectors or even add newly discovered ones
to the previously mapped portion of the universe; or could be manually overridden by the pilot to add
such notations as they saw fit. The hologram was so detailed you could point to a galaxy and the galaxy

would expand, then you could point to a region in the galaxy and that would expand until you were
viewing stars, you could point to any star and it would zoom in to the respective system, you could then
point to any physical object and it would show details of the surface, information on atmosphere,
gravity, life forms etc. etc. this single craft had a universal database of all objects in time and space that
had been previously navigated and recorded to date. In that particular vision, I was exploring uncharted
regions. I came across a planet of red seas, orange vegetation and purple skies, yet could breathe the
atmosphere or I might have been wearing an apparatus enabling me to do so. It had unusual life forms
on it of lower intelligence (no tools in use to speak of) and nothing like anything on earth or the movies.
One creature had a mouth on the end of a trunk like appendage and was standing in the red water
shallows grazing on the bottom while its body remained out of the water kind of like our birds here but
this had long hair all over its body; no feathers and it had a single antennae like appendage with an eye
on the end that remained raised like a vigilant periscope looking in all directions constantly while the
mouth on the separate trunk like appendage grazed beneath the shallows. I saw another large hairy
creature kind of bear-like in appearance but much less menacing with bright colored hairs and differing
hued patches all over its body that blended with the orange, reds and purples of that world rather well.
I saw many things on travels throughout the universe but to stay on topic I did see such things as others
are describing in the documentaries cited in this note.
Specifically, I saw that if mankind remains unenlightened, frightened or otherwise allows themselves to
be deceived and dominated; they could open themselves up to be abused by evil entities. We must as a
whole unite and return to our Creator and focus on imagining good things instead of evil. In these
particular dreams, I am not certain if I myself was being deceived by them; not only by the collective
imaginations of too many people; but by deceiving spirits. I try not to share dreams and visions I have
not been able to verify as from our Creator. As He taught me all dreams and visions or revelations have
three common sources: 1) from Him or His Messengers and as such they are fundamentally true; topics
are being shown to you; you are NOT in control of the presentation or instruction 2) your own
imaginations; they may be true or false; but you CAN control what you see and do in them 3)
deceptions, you can still call upon our Creator and He will deliver you from them; at times these dreams
and visions can seem powerful, and real, almost as strong as actual memories but have some kind of
deception in them. This is why I try not to share anything I have seen that I have not been able to verify
with our Creator through His Word, prayer and meditation.
However, this topic is shrouded in so much secrecy, I will share some of them simply for the hope that
discussion and research will increase until we know for certain what is happening regarding this topic. I
am NOT convinced that all UFO sightings are merely spiritual manifestations like some claim. I am
convinced whether by our own manufacturing or otherwise, we have on earth physical flying saucers
that are far more advanced than the ones they have declassified.
My notes I realize challenge much of main stream knowledge; but I have learned that visionaries are
seldom recognized during their incarnations; even though if they were they would help mankind
tremendously. I am more concerned for the safety of others, than for whether or not I am considered
credible. As such, I will say I had various dreams that were not good regarding the presence of what
some would call EBEs or ETs life forms. In one of the dreams, large ships were kidnapping people by the

hundreds/thousands and dropping them on a planet/moon or asteroid, some physical location not on
earth, not our moon, mars or even in our solar system. I got the impression it was still in our galaxy
though. We were dropped off on a base of sorts to do work there. We were fed, clothed etc. but
assigned jobs. The people there that didn't work at all looked exactly like us; in fact, in the dream I
thought they were just wealthy persons who had traveled their first and were treating others just like
wealthy snobs on earth here do; thinking everyone else exists to serve them. But it was definitely a
different world, regardless.
In another dream (long before I ever heard of Phil Schneider) I was taking armed personnel into
underground bases all over the USA and encountered "alien" life forms. I verified that in at least one of
these bases, human experimentation was going on, human/animal hybrids, and saw people in cages just
like they do with lab rats, monkeys, etc. these victims were for the most part homeless, or people with
no friends or family that would miss their disappearance, and what was being done to them was
horrible beyond words; far worse than the nazi experiments; in addition, some people were being
eaten, cannibalized, dismembered and such. I saw hybrids of all kinds of humans with all kinds of other
species even marine life crosses. These particular revelations of human experimentation and genetic
hybrids were so detailed that I am convinced such horrors are actually taking place.
The parts I find a tiny doubtful; was in fact the dreams that I encountered "alien" life forms on our
planet. In one, I was at a secret base; yet not so secret and I encountered there one that looked like the
4' greys with large craniums and small bodies. He had learned our language and had been confined
there for some time (years); however, was frustrated because even though he understood us; he had
great difficulty with vocalization (virtually impossible for him) and so constantly tried to communicate
telepathically but seemed no one could hear him. He just wanted to be set free so he could return to his
home planet as one of the ships there was capable of doing. Powerful men here did not trust to release
him because they had held him and thought if they let him go; he would return with others of his kind in
anger and vengeance; however, it was holding him that was more dangerous. Letting him go would
have engendered good will and a return with others that would have formed a mutually beneficial
alliance.
This kind of life form seems to be documented worldwide and even in history.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=482479031831061&set=a.115635768515391.22520.10000
2069048072&type=3&theater
The ones Phil Schneider talked about underground are taller and meaner, they are malevolent toward
humans; but somehow have established contact with the more depraved, degenerate, greedy, and
viceful or arrogant among us. (those types as are pushing the satanic NWO agendas) In dreams about
them, I saw evil humans collaborating with them to the detriment of mass humanity on earth. I saw evil
sell-out politicians that feared these creatures and thought they could not stand up against them; so did
their bidding as long as they were assured of personal safety. These were the types that were working
with the human hybrids, cannibalism, genetic modifications of humanity, with deviant purposes of
creating hybrids virtually indistinguishable from the rest of the population; in order to take over the

world and completely enslave the whole of humanity. These beings were so evil that chipping or
branding people is not just to enslave them and treat them like possessions or chattel; but to actually,
literally raise them, feed them, put them to work, and then slaughter and eat them at their
convenience! That they had ALREADY set up a network on earth that had infiltrated hospitals and such
persons would ask questions of "patients" to determine their connections in life (if they would be
missed); that the physical and vitals were more like how a vet examines his herd. That MANY people
who disappear and die suddenly, who have no close ties with family or friends are actually cannibalized
by this network. That they have secure phones and on them talk about people like muscle and fat
content, weight etc. in the manner of considering them NOTHING MORE THAN FOOD! (I am firmly
convinced not only by Divine Revelations and personal experiences but now years of diligent research
that my horrific experience at Deaconess Medical Center Spokane, WA and NIBH in Coeur d Alene, ID is
an example of such organized satanic network with such political/satanic ties/(secure phone line) and is
why in my extensive efforts these incredibly wicked people all still remain free - the satanists don't only
infiltrate to control governments, central banks, but have minions in fields of sciences, medicine,
education, media and police powers such that even if and when citizens try to report such horrific
crimes like what I went through, other satanists such down investigations and righteous efforts to stop
them; it's NOT a theory, satanists are far more organized and in more location than the public realize
and are a REAL AND PRESENT DANGER to the rest of humanity!)
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/what-happened-to-me/546254465453517

Understand that evil spirits regardless of what shape or form they take are arrogant, think of themselves
as superior and have a god complex that craves/demands everyone else worship them; instead of our
Eternal Creator. Regardless of where these life forms come from, regardless of other humans or
hominids; if they are murdering, eating, torturing, experimenting on people; they need to be treated like
an enemy and anyone too cowardly to face them; needs to step aside for those of us who aren't.

I would not mention these dreams that I had years ago; except for the fact that documentaries in this
note sound like the exact things I saw in them. Like the alien council meeting with high ranking persons;
like a secret underground UN meeting or the dismembering and eating of people, or in another I saw an
exchange of people and extraterrestrials take place. Some of the people went to their alien world(s).
Some of the worlds they were fed, treated relatively well but were like how we treat our animals in the
zoo in actuality. The "aliens" of that world for the most part considered humans as a primitive life form;
even though we had all the capabilities and intelligence they did. So those people ended up very sad
and missing earth. In other worlds, it went far worse though. Tricked, they went and were murdered,
experimented on, organs, etc. all entered into a database and those species think they can enslave and
raise us like we raise cattle (to be eaten). What I find congruent between the mentalities of the satanic
NWO and some of these so called aliens; is that literature exists on earth engendering such evil attitudes
among us!

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/propaganda/528691883876442
To be certain there are flying saucers on earth; whether or not they are of "extra-terrestrial" origin
needs to be known publicly once and for all. In addition, there is no doubt that human experimentation
involving genetic modification has been taking place. (I am firmly opposed to this insanity). I am
convinced by much evidence that major very large underground bases and tunnel systems exist. I am
convinced that not ALL sightings can be explained away under mundane terms or even as by spiritual
terms but that there is enough evidence at this point to warrant a worldwide disclosure and
investigation as to why the satanic NWO has recently taken dramatic steps toward depopulation and
such insanity as openly poisoning the very air that we breathe. That seems so insane to me as to
suggest either these persons are so demonically influenced they have gone mad and need to be
deposed OR to suggest that there may have already been successful malevolent agenda of unclean
spirits in what may appear to be an "alien" life form that is rushing mass death and destruction to
humanity. In other words, I have seen enough that I would want a full global investigation to rule out
successful infiltration of hybrids with agendas contrary to the peace and prosperity of humanity as a
whole.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-oraccident/544721958940101
WHOEVER or WHATEVER is behind the satanic NWO depopulation and enslavement agendas MUST BE
STOPPED! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/conspiracy-theories-or-plaintruth/662377083841254 I am a person who has no fear of "death"; I have suffered so much due to
these evil agendas that no amount of money could deter me from purpose! I believe in TRUTH; even to
the point of embarrassing myself; and as such, if the people empowered me and gave confidence and
trust to me; I would disclose anything I find out regarding this most serious issue. SECRECY IS
REPUGNANT as Kennedy wisely said. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_cPQiLBrUA It is foolish and
self-defeating! Imagine the leaps in technology and advances we would be making worldwide if selfish,
evil, dishonest persons weren't so busy hoarding it all to themselves! I understand discretion about
certain knowledge, but something of this magnitude that is obviously already adversely affecting so
many on earth; needs to be disclosed.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-and-restore-freedom/550796821665948
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/solutions/516489485096682
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/clarification-on-my-position-of-righteous-actionfor-these-end-times/618566991555597
Not all the worlds I visited were malevolent or "advanced" or conversely, atavistic compared to our own
existence. One world I remember visiting was quite wonderful. I remember running in what seemed
like an underground stone construct and ran into something that seemed to instantly transport me to

another stone structure. I saw light coming throw a doorway and ran to it and out of it with pursuers
following me. I came out of the stone structure and ran down large stone steps or ramp; but my
memory isn't clear on the details of that because I was being followed by hominids in black armaments
with red slits for where eyes should be in their helmets. They had "laser blaster" hand held weapons
and I thought I was escaping from them by stepping into whatever transported me to this world I found
myself on. I do not remember any glassy mirror per se, or even thinking of such a term as "star gate";
but the coordinates in one location of time and space in our universe had been linked to another
location of time and space. (In my memories of such things, this was more a factor of directed conscious
energy; than any form of technology; in other words, such things existed by collective conscious
agreement more than being created by any other kind of energy; faith and beliefs do affect not only
observations and perceptions; but (solely at the permission and discretion ultimately of our Eternal
Creator; "reality"). http://biblehub.com/matthew/17-20.htm Which is why it is imperative of mankind
to stop thinking evil thoughts and acting upon them; and why it is necessary for each soul to unite with
our Holy Creator and pray He transforms them intrinsically into beings that delight in thinking and doing
righteously! Anyway, I ended up on this world and some of those trying to murder me; followed me
there; even though their kind were not welcome on that world. In fact, the beings of that world had
banned violence altogether; so much so, that the presence of violence anywhere on their world resulted
in the immediate disintegration/vaporization of any being doing such. Again, to the best of my memory
this was effected not by technological weaponry; but by universal conscious agreement of the
persons/beings of that world. Such that the instant any such violence was perceived; their collective
consciousness banished the perpetrator; made their atomic structure vanish essentially and sent their
malevolent dark spiritual energy far away from their world in one simultaneous collective thought
process. So no sooner did the beings in dark armor fire at me and they would be vaporized and
disappear. In a few seconds I found myself looking around at a scene of rolling grass or low vegetation
perhaps similar to moss covered hills and below a silvery lake, lighter in color than our own water, it
really looked silver with the faintest tinge of pale sky blue. Not too far off was a stone structure open to
the wilderness where the people of that world were sitting around tables and refreshing themselves and
having pleasant conversation. It wasn't a restaurant per se; but rather a communal meeting place
consistent with their peaceful, affable existence and socialization. Kind of like an outdoor park area with
picnic tables of a sort only the structure was built of stones larger than Stonehenge and capped with
stones far larger than any of our monolithic structures. The open area of the main floor seemed about
15-20' high and as I gazed upon the hills the mountains, the silver lake, and was thinking to myself that I
rather liked this world; a female of their species approached. She introduced herself and began to tell
me things I wish I could remember. I was aware she was focusing on me with intent to read my
thoughts. She had very long silver sparkling hair that she wore in waves and held up around her tall and
slender cranium. The people there were tall and slender about 7-8' in height on average; some of the
females 6-7'. Her skin was so alabaster white that at times it seemed to reflect the color of the pale blue
sky (seemed the light was from white star or whiter than our sun) I didn't see their sun(s) because the
sky while pale blue was covered in a most pleasant cloud cover that kept the planet to my liking of cool
temperature. (seemed like mid 60s on the Fahrenheit scale) So the stone structure sat just above and
open viewing to the hills, mountains and nearby lake and she escorted me to a table. As I looked at her;
I thought this female was incredibly beautiful; her silver hair may have had some kind of glitter sprinkled

in it because it did sparkle, her eyes were similar to the silvery sky blue of the lake and sky there and she
wore an elegant flowing robe (as did everyone I saw at that location) and most had some kind of tassel
about their waist. I can't remember her face as well as I would like or the faces of the others I saw in
this particular dream and whether or not they had some kind of written or stylish symbols on their
foreheads. I also remember trying unsuccessfully to figure out whether she was young or old as all the
adults seemed to have the same kind of hair colorations to a greater or lesser extent and couldn't see
wrinkles or other age telling features in their complexions or overall anatomy. Anyway, I liked the
people and their respective world. Their wisdom and knowledge did not make them arrogant; instead it
made them affable and accepting of all peaceful, virtuous life forms; while having no tolerance for
violent, wicked ones.
The thousands upon thousands of detailed dreams and visions I've had I might easily dismiss as an
overactive imagination or even as clever deceptions from demons or devils; EXCEPT that all these
dreams occurred within many mundane ones and many that were just linked to everyday experiences
here on earth. I have tried to analyze the ones like these with what our Lord taught me about the three
sources of dreams and visions 1) from Him, Truth and all beings of Truth (angels/messengers in harmony
with our Creator) 2) from the adversary, spirit of error, deception (devils/demons/liars/messengers
rebelling against our Creator); who favor doing all manner of evil; contrary to His Universal Instructions
to Live By; as recorded in our Holy Bible and 3)from our own ability to imagine and create. Even though
He taught me how to distinguish each; applying that to blurs of images by the thousands; if not millions
has been a task I am still working on in this present time and space. Much of what I have seen, I cannot
share as long as mankind is submitting so much to evil and violence and wickedness; even though such
knowledge among peaceful and virtuous societies would be beneficial; in the wrong hands could easily
be devastating as mankind so aptly demonstrates at present.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/current-technologies/642285139183782
Every instance of my existence, no matter who I encounter or what I think on, seems to trigger
memories of them or the subject matter that far exceed any documentaries I've watched or written
material I have read during my incarnation. At times, I touch items and streams of knowledge come to
me about them, persons connected to them, etc. memories of blurred detailed imagery rushing past my
minds eye about all kinds of topics and persons in all times and space of our universe. Some call the
kind of memories I have "remote viewing"; I call them dreams, visions, revelations, memories; with the
understanding there are more specific connotations in each of those categories. For example, as I write
such things as this I remember seeing persons (as with almost any subject raised on planet earth) with
all kinds of mixed feelings, thoughts and opinions about them. My only concern is being honest and
truthful; because I detest lies and deceptions of any and all kinds vehemently. Yet, I know that being
such automatically makes one a rather controversial individual to say the least. Some of my writings
may seem cruel; but I have only used such methods because godly people disdain using them so much
intrinsically that our Creator determines that such hard heads and hard hearts need to be reached out
to in every non-violent way possible to try and change their evil and deceptive conscious focus at
present; in favor of reconsidering what they think they know; even if they hate me for the methods I use
in an effort to break through their programming; such as: help people not to present themselves as

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 by
teaching the Truth! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-ourcreator/568134419932188 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-ofchrist-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 and
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-oflies/622590531153243

The reason I have not completely dismissed such dreams and visions is that they all came in the midst of
things that are verifiably true. For example, I had many thousands of revelations about men, women
and children throughout time and space on earth. Visions of thousands; that details their entire
lifetimes. When I was having these, I thought they were strictly TYPES of personalities that our Lord was
making me aware of in order to increase my understanding of mankind as a whole; make me wiser in
dealing with those I encounter. However, as time passed, I kept meeting either in person or on the
Internet or otherwise discovered such persons actually exist! In addition, I saw things that would then
happen in the news, global events, wars, storms, and so many things; that I have written large volumes
that can be dated to show I recorded them all in advance. http://biblehub.com/amos/3-7.htm So on
the one hand I am fully aware that the devil(s) use disinformation to deceive people by couching it in
just enough truth as to get them to swallow the lies. (perfect examples of this are the deceptive
worldviews on the planet that have wonderful words and even poetic prose in one section; while telling
them to murder innocent persons in another; like the quran, talmud and other satanic literature that
always elevates the arrogant pride of the adherents of such evil to a status of presumed superiority over
their murdered victims; to such an extent that they view the persons they rape, rob, torture, mutilate
and murder as slaves or animals; and so far beneath them that they don't even think of them as people;
or in any way equal to their own chosen self identities. In fact, that is satanism at its core (pride,
arrogance so extreme as to cause self-delusions of grandeur) all over the world; regardless if such
persons realize they are being controlled by such dark, evil, wicked conscious energy or not.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-the-one-true-godof-all-creation-part-2/633572213388408 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-andall/554580804620883 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-anyworldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263

The dreams and visions were so detailed that they were more vivid than watching a documentary on
television and often included my presence interwoven as if I were there fully experiencing all sensory
perceptions; not just viewing as in a looking glass; but full experiential participation in the locations of
time and space. One such experience was viewing the fall and decline of the Roman or perhaps Grecian
empire. I was watching gluttony, orgies, extremely disgusting behavior of the so called aristocrats and
their disdain of the poor masses who walked the streets below. They basically intentionally made them
poor in order to enslave them and so much so as to make them desperate enough to cater to their

disgusting perversions. Fat, gluttonous, homosexuals and pedophiles, somehow were wealthy and the
poor masses below; suffering due to their personal depravity. These persons were revolting, disgusting,
cruel, evil, selfish, viceful in every way. So I viewed one of them with his homosexual slave. One day the
male prostitute (who happened to be named hercules) was standing on the raised terrace of the
aristocrats building and the fat, demonic, slob, shoved him off the terrace, to the swine bin below where
the hogs attacked and ate him. In the vision I thought I was looking at the roman empire decline due to
the architecture; but could have been grecian as the two are so similar in many respects and I was only
seeing one building up close. Regardless of the actual location this building utilized high steps making
the main floor at least 20-30' higher than the street level and next to the wide steps leading up to the
main floor of the building were two sunken retaining pits that held swine on either side of the wide
steps and far below dining halls and bedrooms; which were used as garbage disposals for all the feasts
and drunken orgies of the aristocracy. Hedonistic decadence, perverse corrupt rulers have always
signaled the downfall of all empires in history; which is why the present state of America and many
nations on earth is so dangerous and precarious for us all; because such a degree of depravity has
always precipitated anything from gradual decline into ruin and historic obscurity to catastrophic
eradication! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-andinfiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689 and (THE WARNING; IF IT FAILS TO SHOW IS
COVERED REDUNDANTLY) https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planneddemoralization-of-america/632305113515118 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101 and
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/what-is-happening-to-america/573663929379237

Understanding that delusional persons, wicked spirits, want to enslave, maltreat and even murder you
and that their insane perspective of persons not as wicked as themselves is one of extreme denigration
to the point they view other humans as animals or even of no value whatsoever; DOES NOT MEAN THAT
IS YOUR IDENTITY! Just because they have paperwork and use citizens as commodities in trade against
debt (excessive taxation is just a form of tribute to the insane, delusional, greedy, arrogant, so called
ruling elite) https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-andcorruption/517410181671279 Your true identity is what you choose to be and what you were created
to be; not what other created beings perceive you to be. Our Creator tells us that if any receive and
unite with Him they are a New Creation (no matter what your past was like; you can willfully present
yourself to the Power of our Eternal Creator to be transformed): http://biblehub.com/2_corinthians/517.htm Because He is the King of kings, Lord of lords, http://biblehub.com/revelation/19-16.htm and
http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/1-17.htm ALL who are born of His Spirit factually become His Sons and
Daughters https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/you-must-be-born-again-of-the-holyspirit-of-god/533516303394000 YOUR TRUE IDENTITY BECOMES PRINCES AND PRINCESSES OF GOD
ALMIGHTY! "A Royal Priesthood" - http://biblehub.com/1_peter/2-9.htm no dark, evil, wicked, powers
or spirits or persons or beings or anything in all the universe can change that! (no matter what they
think or try to do to you). http://www.fundamentallyreformed.com/2011/11/03/i-will-be-their-god-

and-they-shall-be-my-people/ we are NOT, in our present form; as those beings, who are Faithful to our
Creator, will become. I saw such beings inherently transformed ultimately to become of an
incorruptible, immortal essence of a composition that had the appearance of molten precious metals
and gems glittering and swirling in glorious radiance within and shining from each of their smiling
visages. Such beings of righteous conscious energy; perfected beings ultimately will be transformed into
this kind of immortal, incorruptible essence; there will truly be no difference in our compositions but will
become ONE PEOPLE of the ONE TRUE GOD and Creator of the Universe.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AimvzvFnM0E

So what am I saying? I am saying that ANYTHING in ANY SHAPE OR FORM that attacks God's People,
murders them, attempts to enslave or harm them in any way ARE IN FACT ENEMIES OF GOD and my
enemies, enemies of all holy spirits, messengers, angels, persons, beings of the Lord God Almighty (in
harmony with His Will and Virtuous Ways; who exist in agreement with All His Instructions for His
Creation willingly). I, for one, don't fear any of the enemies of our Eternal Creator because I have seen
examples of His Omnipotence; that in a Word, He can easily make them all as nothing; which is why I
encourage humanity as a whole to repent and learn to direct their conscious energy in good and
constructive ways; by coming against evil thoughts, words and deeds; not only in their own vicinity,
close proximity or minds, but in all the universe! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/spiritual-warfare/624360447642918 you CANNOT counter what GOD ALMIGHTY inspires to be
spoken or written in His Creation (in other words even if all conscious energy in the universe were to
decide to choose to become evil, all their combined strength is as nothing even to the very weakest
effort of our Creator http://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/1-25.htm; if there are any bounds or limits in
the universe it is set entirely by our Creator and His Word! (not any imaginations of created beings)
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/emc2-is-rubbish/485479484864349 and
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-oflies/622590531153243

To summarize and recap:
1) We know by accurate observation (science) that the entire universe and EVERYTHING it contains had
a Beginning. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/understanding-the-holy-bible-part1/611082142304082, https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/so-you-think-the-big-bangis-scientific/620654451346851 A recent article shows scientists confirm that our galaxy, sun, systems
are the same age. (the whole visible creation, all matter in the universe likewise)
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2220976/Milky-Way-settled-current-state-just-Earth-Sunforming.html and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri3R6vFVfEg
2) We know mankind has already genetically modified all kinds of DNA structures/organisms; including
our own.

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=genetic%20engineering%20creating%20new%20organs
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=genetically%20engineering%20babies
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=genetically%20modified%20creatures
So we have PROOF that mankind is like curious little kids that play with matches and "accidentally" burn
the house down because they fail to consider the consequences of these and other most serious
actions: https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-againsthumanity/571080836304213
And we have PROOF that it is absolutely scientifically feasible to modify existing DNA structures to
cause organisms to look like popular connotations of ETs or EBEs! Not just slight modifications and
experiments have been conducted, but radical ones!
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=plum%20island%20monsters
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=genetically+modified+monsters&tbm=vid
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=extreme+genetic+engineering&tbm=vid
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=genetically+engineered+monsters&tbm=vid
So it is clearly evident MANKIND has the technology to do biologically everything regarding the UFO
phenomenon AND it is clear deviant humans enjoy deceiving the masses (think it's funny). As shown
above we have terrestrial flying saucers:
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=countries%20with%20flying%20saucers

AND we have levitation technologies (if you see a SMALL public demonstration; always remember that
the military industrial complex with unlimited wealth has not only more advanced tech in all areas but
FAR MORE POWERFUL)
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=RF+levitation
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=sonolevitation
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=simulated+anti+gravity
So the public is taught archaic information; even FALSE information ON PURPOSE
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886 that makes
them consider any technology that is superior to what they can imagine other people of having
accomplished must be "extraterrestrial"; when in fact it is that they just lack knowledge about what
other people on earth have already achieved. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/current-technologies/642285139183782
3) We KNOW that our Creator, our Eternal Creator, made so many life forms on our own planet that we
cannot name them all! And most all people on earth; even so called "experts" are aware of only a tiny
percentage of their chosen subject matter of so called expertise:
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=world's%20most%20unusual%20creatures
http://www.nature.com/news/2011/110823/full/news.2011.498.html and yet "experts" claim we know
less than 1% of the deep seas. https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=we%20know%20less%20than%201%20percent%20of%20deep%20sea%20marine%20biology
So any number of species on our own world remain as yet undiscovered, undocumented and for the
most part unknown.
4) Mankind has already demonstrated they have done and can do EVERYTHING associated with the UFO
phenomenon. Mankind was created with the ability to create; just like our Eternal Creator (in the Image
of GOD). Mankind from the time they are wee children reach out into the mud and play with and form
imagined creatures or creations of their mind. Mankind has demonstrated manipulation of the code
that physically defines life forms; DNA. Mankind has already been morphing existing organisms into
ones that have different characteristics and appearances thereby. IT IS OBVIOUS therefore what our
Creator stated is TRUE! http://biblehub.com/genesis/11-6.htm "...NOTHING they can imagine will be
impossible for them..."; but our Creator chooses to ultimately confine all those who continuously

imagine evil things; harming others in His Creation (reason for the Lake of Fire).
http://biblehub.com/revelation/22-15.htm and http://biblehub.com/revelation/21-8.htm

Okay, since we are all Children of the Eternal Creator; like any child, I CALL DIBS on "Huggies"! Huggies
are small (range about the size of toy to small breeds of dogs) warm, cuddly, 8 armed furry critters that
love up on children and all people. They have an innate ability to sense when anyone needs a hug(s);
especially little children. However, they will furiously protect said children (no matter what age) from
anyone trying to do them harm in any way (much more than even our present furry balls of love; like
dogs and cats). :) I GOT DIBS ON Huggies! I called it first! Our Creator is Witness! LOL :D

My ultimate point here is that not only do we KNOW beyond all doubt (because our Eternal Creator tells
us so in His Word) that life, conscious energy exists throughout the Universe (His Own and all created
beings); but that we have already observed such. That no amount of life forms on this planet or any
other changes the fact it was ALL Created and Made by Him. As such, people should only be concerned
whether or not said creature/creation/form of conscious energy is malevolent or peaceful, wicked or
righteous, evil or good, etc. "try the spirits"; is another way of saying "learn to be discerning"; be able to
tell the difference between wickedness and righteousness; no matter what form it takes!

By combining what we know of all things observed (as shown in this letter) and what we read in His
Word. (what is imagined is and can be made to become visible or what people would then call "real")
"faith is the substance of things hoped for..." in other words creative conscious energy is capable of
bringing substance or physical matter into existence that depicts their imagination or creation in their
minds/spirits/conscious energy vision. As such, the EVIDENCE shows on all levels that the UFO
phenomenon is obviously imagined by MANY; so MANY that it is "real" phenomenon. i.e. people have
created physical flying saucers, and biological organisms, whether on this world or elsewhere in the
universe (per their creative conscious energy and ability to manifest what they can imagine). The
"observer effect" is a verifiable one:
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=observation%20effect
5) The Universe factually holds all time and space; that is, what just passed a second ago in all the
universe is STILL THERE at that coordinate! When you were a baby STILL EXISTS in the Universe!
Mapping time and space (the Universe) is possible! For example, when charting launching craft off our
planet, scientists calculate objects moving in time and space to either intersect trajectories or avoid
collisions. We are able to do this by the process of extrapolation. (observing the past and present to
predict the future) but actually that object fundamentally exists in every one of those instances of time;
in space! (In other words, it exists past, present and future; as all NOW, but traversing through

incremental measurements of time through space). THAT IS TRUE FOR EVERYTHING! We all exist past,
present, future! Disintegrating Matter or physical form now; did not change the fact it still exists at the
coordinate just previous and all instances prior since the Universe/Creation first came into existence by
the will of our Creator. As such, many people experience "de ja vu" or "psychic ties" which is just our
ability to perceive the Universe in which we find ourselves past, present AND future!
http://biblehub.com/john/16-13.htm Our Eternal Creator sees ALL the permutations of His Creation
throughout the Universe and so can accurately tell us the "future" without any error of any kind because
He sees it ALL just as it is! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-omniscience-of-ourcreator/603749679703995 Likewise, those who meditate on, pray about, past, present and future,
observing reality as it is realize that we were brought into existence simply by the Imagination of our
Eternal Creator; the same way we imagine building a home or anything and then gather materials to
construct what we envision in our minds. Except His Faith, Conscious Energy, Spirit, Power, brought
physical matter into existence from Himself; His own Invisible Conscious Energy conceived of physical
matter, the visible Universe and brought it into existence thereby. (Substance of the Universe did not
come from "nothing"; but it did come into being where once was NO physical matter or mass previously)
At that instance the Universe, time and space as we know it came into being and ALL things therein have
likewise been brought into physical manifestation by that Initial Act of the Eternal Conscious Energy, the
Invisible God, who exists throughout the Universe and Beyond. (Is not bounded by time and space at all;
can behold the entire universe past, present and future; similar to how we can examine a ball we hold in
our hand from every angle, even microscopically; only He does so much more thoroughly and
profoundly). http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/1-17.htm He is consciously aware of all things in the
entire universe past, present and future; so much so; He is aware of all possible permutations of
ANYTHING any and all of us can imagine! (some would think NO WAY!; but I tell you Most DEFINITELY!)
each and every instance of your passage through time and space you face choices, some think those
choices are infinite; but not really. When your alarm goes off you decide to awake or remain sleeping (a
binary decision, on/off, yes/no); if you decide to awake; you might change your mind and choose to go
back to sleep (again a binary decision); much of our existence is spent making such digital binary
decisions interspersed with more complex ones. Marry/not marry, child/no child, school/no school, etc.
etc. etc. They seem infinite but when you slow down the concept or incrementals of time, then you can
start to see that each tick our biological computer is faced for the most part with binary decisions. Now
think of the Creator of the Universe who calls planets and stars but stones! Who calls galaxies, islands in
the sea! He is aware of each of your choices moment by moment throughout all time and space AND
aware of every other conscious energy likewise! What am I saying here? I am saying; when one really
thinks about reality; it is NOT infeasible in any way to conclude that we ourselves will and do have
planets, stars systems of our own in time and space and that each of us will be able to fill said worlds
with whatever we can imagine (at the permission of our Eternal Creator who has the oversight of all His
Children). I am also saying that many of His Children are presently playing with things they should not as
yet; because they; contrary to our Creator, do not understand the danger and full ramifications of what
they are doing! (stop modifying DNA immediately).

Too many think too small and are constantly trying to limit God and each other. When His limitations
are basically very simple: do not harm each other and His Creation, but take care of, love one another,
and His Creation.

But any conscious energy NO MATTER WHAT FORM IT TAKES that rapes, robs, tortures, murder,
cannibalizes any man, woman or child on this planet IS A SPIRITUAL AND MORTAL ADVERSARY of all
beings of righteous conscious energy/decent persons/angels/holy spirits (no matter what form they
take). (Don't hesitate to stop such evil whether they look like a man, woman or child or if they look like
an animal, or if they look like popular ETs, IF A BEING IS DOING EVIL, it is because their thoughts
(conscious energy/spirits) are evil!) Yes, we all have sinned; but not all have become satanic, greedy,
mass murdering cannibals that drink human blood, eat human flesh, and ENJOY doing all kinds of evil;
when persons/beings that wicked are manifesting on earth ALL SANE CITIZENS MUST TAKE UP ARMS
AGAINST THEM (stop them spiritually and physically)!

Doing anything to change what our Creator has determined as necessary for the life forms on this planet
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-we-all-need-instructions-from-our-creator-tolive-by/533444303401200 has the automatic effect of destroying life forms in the process and the very
real possibility of causing runaway extinction events. (designing plants to emit toxins or make them
indigestible to lower life forms is causing injury and death to higher life forms (ourselves) who attempt
to digest them regardless) https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-againsthumanity/571080836304213 I would prefer therefore that genetic modification cease until mankind
understands the importance and full ramifications of bio-availability and that enhancing digestion and
assimilation of nutrients is a good idea, making vegetation indigestible or toxic in any way is a very bad
one! (people sadly, are in fact just like little children; no matter how old, who poke prod and explore
but those who poke atoms and make bombs, or who poke DNA and make monsters, must be stopped
from playing in that manner by the rest of us because they are harming us all in the process). Many
good intentions have gone very bad; simply because they did not consider the consequences of their
actions fully. Altering genetic material, organisms is what "corrupting all flesh" was all about. (not just
becoming wicked but acts that were threatening to destroy the ecology of the entire world):
http://biblehub.com/genesis/6-12.htm so much perversion of His Creation was causing widespread
death and destruction, corruption of His Creation, that He determined He had to wipe it clean and start
over http://biblehub.com/genesis/7-21.htm And that is the danger we are facing today!
http://biblehub.com/matthew/24-37.htm

But conscious energy that ascends into the Heavens (Stars, Celestials) could very well have been playing
on their world just like we have people on earth who envision building a house, and they do! And some
with a little more effort design whole cities! (City planning is a profession, and believe it or not some
individuals/families start a small town that over time becomes a large metropolis; just current and

historic facts- if you work in real estate long enough you become acutely aware of this) But what few
people are aware of is that some families actually started whole nations and trace their heritage straight
back through ancient history: http://biblehub.com/genesis/17-5.htm (if we all did thorough research,
we all could; but these "royals" like to think of themselves as superior to the rest of us; when that is only
self delusions of arrogance on their part). These self presumed "royals" are the ones that suppress and
keep knowledge such as contained in my notes from the rest of humanity; so they can live in their
delusions of grandeur; while oppressing all the rest of us in the process. But I show you that you can
historically verify individuals have founded whole civilizations; so that you can understand it simply and
inherent effect of creative conscious energy in time and space! In other words, a fundamental fact of
our existence as children of God Almighty Creator of the Universe is to Create! And as such, there is no
doubt His Children have been doing so on other worlds throughout the Universe.
http://www.biblestudytools.com/matthew/25-23-compare.html
http://biblehub.com/luke/16-10.htm
The riches of our Creator are not silly little trinkets! The whole Universe belongs to Him! His Treasures
are such incredible creations like YOU! Living entities with creative impulses just like His! He formed
whole worlds, billions and billions of galaxies with billions and billions of stars in each one; with billions
and billions of planetary bodies/ worlds! And He Made Each of Us! Persons of not just physical matter;
but invisible, powerful, conscious energy, SPIRITS! So the Creator of the Universe is going to hand you a
tiny pebble as a reward?
http://biblehub.com/revelation/2-17.htm - We have a star somewhere in the Universe with our Name
on it!
My world will have such things as Huggies! (No! not diapers but warm fuzzy critters specifically designed
to give the best hugs ever!) :) Anyone can visit whenever they like; because those who choose to use
their conscious energy to create and do evil will be confined and prevented from traveling throughout
the rest of the universe; ultimately; PERMANENTLY! (meaning that all available to visit or travel
throughout the universe will be affable, virtuous beings) :)

Since "time" is just connotations of increments of measuring the velocity/distance from the
origin(Beginning of Time and Space) at which objects are moving through space, my world ALREADY
exists! and so does every other world of Children of the Most High God, our Eternal Creator! Thus,
creative energy in the Universe could easily be overlapping things of the past (everything excavated on
earth), present (all things we are currently aware of) and future (things we will become aware of), or
beholding physical creations that seem "far advanced" or "futuristic" or even CLAIM to be mankind
"evolved" or genetically modified from the "future".

REGARDLESS, NONE of this has any bearing whatsoever on the existence of our Eternal Creator! On the
importance of each person to choose to live righteously! On the crucial decision of whether or not to
receive Christ, the One True God, as your personal Lord and Savior! So YOU too can learn from our
Creator now and forever, directly and at the end of the journey of incarnation look forward to ascending
into Heaven; to exist favorably with our Creator and All His Children throughout the Universe
(throughout time and space) and forever! :)

So I believe; based on evidence, that the current crimes against humanity
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/conspiracy-theories-or-plaintruth/662377083841254 no matter who or what form of person(s) or being(s) are responsible demands
their immediate arrests; which is why I am asking citizens to empower me to do so.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/clarification-on-my-position-of-righteous-actionfor-these-end-times/618566991555597 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/solutions/516489485096682 If in the course of arresting such persons, I find in fact evidence
of conspiracy with not just demons and devils, spiritually speaking
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-foreverrepresent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883; but so called "extraterrestrials", I will not
hesitate to arrest/stop by force such beings either! http://biblehub.com/matthew/18-18.htm and
http://biblehub.com/matthew/16-19.htm because evil beings (regardless of what shape or form wicked
conscious energy manifests in) are not only a real threat to the health, safety and welfare of the
righteous, but they are a threat to even themselves; in their insanity, self delusions and depravity.

I believe based on the overwhelming observable evidence that the associations of the UFO phenomenon
are in fact a real phenomenon or a form of reality based on individual and collective perceptions,
imaginations and observations. Such evil conscious imaginations as exist anywhere in the entire
universe; their degenerate thoughts cause various levels of hell on earth; hellish aspects of every kind to
manifest; the same way good and generous, kind and loving impulses lead to peace, prosperity and even
friendly associations in all the world (and beyond); thereby turning the world moment by moment and
little by little into and like the Paradise, our Creator intended for us all from the Beginning.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/commentary-on-genesis-ch-1-part1/625369024208727

I saw certain persons laugh and question my sanity when I told them that in the vast reaches of the
universe there exists a wonderful world full of unicorns; yes, even flying ones; I tried to paint a scene of
that world.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=477618638983767&set=a.183804515031849.46530.10000
2069048072&type=3&theater Christ told His followers they would have difficulty believing Him; if He
talked of things in the Universe; because they wouldn't even believe the things He told them about

earth! (Like those who deny the ubiquitous and empirical evidences my notes all cite as references)
http://biblehub.com/john/3-12.htm And my reply, to the scoffers is that they need to read this note all
over again. Let the PROOF sink in that imagination, creative energy, brings things into REALITY.
Understand that when little children all over the world dream of such things, they are not just tapping
into collective consciousness, they are experiencing REALITY in time and space. In other words, you hear
mockers scoff all the time about discerning the difference between imagination and reality; but factually
such difference is the thin line of the effort it takes to give imaginations substance. Faith IS substance;
substance IS EVIDENCE of FAITH! Creative Conscious Energy of our Creator brought the whole Universe
into existence; so all who laugh at the idea of flying unicorns will have to apologize to them and the
children already riding and flying around on them; before they will be able to do likewise. :)

And when little children have nightmares of monsters; again, it is detrimental to take the attitude that
they are suffering from fantasies; when the truth is; if you ask them what such "monsters" look like,
often they will describe exactly variations of demons and devils, ghouls, goblins, etc. which in the
spiritual realm actually exist and actually look much like the machinations Hollywood puts out in their
horror films. Letting demons trouble children is terrible! Denying their existence is ignorant. Glorifying
them in movies is EVIL! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/propaganda/528691883876442 The way to properly deal with such things is to become skillful
in Spiritual Warfare! Lay your right hand upon your children's foreheads; dedicate them now and
forever to the One True God, Creator of the Universe, ask Him to watch over them for good always, to
bless and keep them by day and night, whether awake or sleeping; do this for all in your house; yes,
even your "pets". Ask the Holy Angels to stand guard over your dwellings and watch over all your loved
ones for good wherever they may go. Make certain no demons or devils are allowed to trouble anyone
or anything in your home! Teach the Children they can call on "Jesus"/ YAHOSHUAH our Lord and
Savior EVEN in their dreams! that demons and devils flee at His Name! Teach them how to command
demons and devils out of their rooms, out of their closets, from under their beds, or anywhere they
claim to have felt or seen "monsters". Teach them how to pray and stand upon the Word of our
Creator: http://biblehub.com/proverbs/3-24.htm Tell them if they ever feel the hair on the back of
their neck stand up or that some place or some person is dangerous; it's okay for them to run away as
fast as they can! (Tell them never to ignore such "instincts" or to try to dismiss it as irrational fear).
Teach them about the Promises of our Creator In His Word the Holy Bible and to learn to trust Him
above all things! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holybible/621311364614493
"When you lie down, you will not be afraid; when you lie down, your sleep will be sweet." And to learn
to ask our Creator to teach them while they are awake or resting/sleeping.
http://biblehub.com/john/14-26.htm
"But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in My name, He will teach you all things, and
bring to your remembrance all that I said to you."

Our Creator, the Creator of the Universe desires that we should focus on life, on wisely stewarding our
world, on living together affably, looking out for the welfare of all, doing no harm or evil to any person
no matter how small. (Think on good things and doing good things constantly!
http://biblehub.com/philippians/4-8.htm) But for those who refuse to think righteously and insist on
thinking evilly and doing wickedly; the whole rest of sane humanity must restrain and execute justice
upon such persons as choose without repentance to do evil to others (rape, rob, pillage, plunder,
murder, sexually abuse, mutilate, torture, deceive, ANYONE, from babies in the womb through the
duration of incarnation into old age)! For the welfare of all souls desiring to live peacefully and affably
with others now and forever, the wicked or anyone choosing to do wickedly (whether ephemeral or
solid, regardless of form, shape, or appearance) who insists on harming others intentionally; without
repentance, demands their arrests by us all.
Mankind, the whole of humanity all over the world, is on its most dangerous precipice ever; in all recent
history. The whole world stands on the brink of death and destruction. (because too many choosing to
do wickedly are loose instead of under arrest as they should be, and most certainly will be; if they fail to
repent of their evil thoughts and deeds) We must unite in a common cause to depose the madness of
the satanic NWO and if we do and learn to live righteously and at peace with our Creator, the One True
Creator of the Universe; then a golden age of great joy and prosperity will ensue; technological
advancements will manifest that will improve the lives of billions all over the world; pollution will
decrease, life will increase, the dying world will recover and bring forth abundantly. And mankind
cannot only live wonderfully on earth but begin to colonize other systems. BUT if you do NOT depose
the madness threatening your lives and all life on the planet; if you do NOT repent of your wicked ways,
but continue to rape, pillage, plunder, murder, abuse children, shed innocent blood as you are this day;
then various levels of hell will erupt on the planet until you finally truly repent or are all destroyed.

I truly hope mankind will finally receive God's Messengers in a good way; instead of murdering them and
the children.

I wish others all over the world would stop hating people; especially God's Messengers; we are sent into
the world (each of us; no matter what time and space we appear in) with the intent from our Creator to
be a Blessing to each other! (not to harm each other). That when you murder your babies, rape, pillage
and plunder, do violence to others, you turn the world into a dark hellish ruin for yourselves! And
ultimately, if you won't choose to stop doing such evil on your own; Divine Wrath that brings global
devastation will stop you all; leaving few left to start all over. In that process of widespread death and
destruction, much suffering and much knowledge is lost and whereas if you had learned to be kind,
generous, peaceful and virtuous, you would have been cruising among the stars; instead mankind ends
up having to start all over from the ruins of ancient long forgotten civilizations that each have perished
due to pervasive wickedness, corruption, violence and ignorance. The righteous only resort to violence

when there is no other way to restrain others from intentionally instigating wicked acts against innocent
persons; no matter how small. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUrhh9F6LDc

It's time for the people of the world to stand up and be heard; we've had enough of the arrogant
insanity of the so called ruling elite!

Our Creator, Christ, is the Way for mankind to stop plunging themselves into hellish desolations, death
and destruction; of which; I warn the whole world, you are all quickly approaching if you fail to repent of
your wicked ways. All souls must cease to think, speak and do evil, wicked things and learn from our
Creator to Love and Be Virtuous.
Those who refuse to repent; must be arrested by the rest of humanity before they plunge the whole
world into hellish devastations too terrible to describe; that I assure all souls none would desire to
experience; not even the insane lunatics who want to depopulate the planet by billions. Humanity as a
whole must call upon our Creator now, right now; before it is too late; so that centuries or millenniums
from now some persons who emerge from caves, hunting and foraging; over time curiously walking in
steps that have been trod by generations and so called civilizations so many times over, aren't digging in
the ruins of our present global civilization; wondering what happened to "the ancients".

